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1. Introduction 

In 2017, a mechanism for drug release based on low pH 

of cancerous tissues was proposed. According to DFT 

results, the protons can attack the region of interaction, 

separating the drug form the carrier. The interaction of 5-

FU (5-fluorouracil anti-cancer drug) with pristine 

fullerene with absorption energy of about -3.2 kcal/mol, 

which is not suitable for drug delivery, is very poor. To 

overcome this problem one carbon atom is replaced by a 

boron atom that increases the adsorption energy to -27.2 

kcal per mole. 

 B-doping sensitizes the electronic properties of fullerene 

to the drug [1] (Figure 1).  

Also the electronic sensitivity of the pristine, Al, and Si 

doped BC2N nanotubes toward CT drug was studied 

using DFT calculations. The CT drug prefers to be 

adsorbed on the all nanotubes via its –NH2 group rather 

than O-head. The relative reactivity of the studied 

nanotubes toward the CT drug is as follows: Al-doped » 

Si-doped > Pristine, with adsorption energy about -48.8, 

-15.7, and -14.6 kcal/mol (Figure 2). 

It was concluded that the Si-doped BC2N nanotube may 

 
 

 be a promising candidate for application in CT sensors 

which benefits form a short recovery time, high 

sensitivity and selectivity [2]. 

Due to the rapid development of nanoscience in the 

production of new drugs, an attempt was made to review 

the application of boron nitride nanostructures (Figure 3) 

in the synthesis of effective drugs. 

 
Figure 1. (a) The optimized structure of the 5-FU/B-C24 

complex which is assumed to be protonated in the low pH 

of the cancerous tissues, (b) Optimized structure of B-
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Many advancing aspects of technology and science are in the field of 

nanotechnology, in which levels and interfaces are of particular importance in 

determining the performance and usage. One related application in which 

interactions play an important role is the synthesis of drugs. Nanotechnology and 

nanodelivery are comparatively modern procedure and rapidly evolving science 

that uses nanoscale materials to be used as diagnostic systems or delivery of 

therapeutic drugs to particular aimed address in a controlled sites manner. Also 

drug infiltration through cell membranes is a modern challenge. Since Nano boron 

nitride has unique properties, it is one of the most promising mineral nanostructures 

ever explored. In this review, all the practical aspects of boron atoms in drug 

delivery and andnanostructured drugs are surveyed and the nano-boron nitride 

application is taken in review much more. 
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doped C24 fullerene, (c) Partial density of states (DOS) 

plot of B-doped C24 fullerene. 

 
Figure 2. (a) Optimized structure of BC2N nanotube, 

(b) Optimized structures of CT/BC2N nanotube 

complexes. Distances are in Å, (c) Partial views of the 

optimized structures of Al-doped BC2N nanotube and 

its complexes with the CT drug. Distances are in Å, (d) 

Partial views of the optimized structures of Al-doped 

BC2N nanotube and its complexes with the CT drug. 

Distances are in Å. 

Boron nitride with the chemical formula BN, is a thermal 

and chemical refractory compound of boron and nitrogen 

(Figure 4). It exists in various crystalline forms which as 

a carbon network are similarly structured isoelectric. 

 
Figure 3. Nanostructures of boron nitride 

 
Figure 4. Section of a layer of hexagonal boron nitride (BN) 

Significant attention has been paid to the research of 

boron nitride nanotubes due to their applications in 

futuristic electronic and mechanical devices. Boron 

nitride nanotubes are wide band gap semiconductors, 

chirality [3], have significant mechanical properties [4] 

and great thermal conductivity [5]. BNNTs are chemical 

stable and are used in high-temperature and hazardous 

environments [6] (Figure 5). Nanoscale have been 

researched in lots of medical and biological usage namely 

anticancer therapy, bio-sensing technologies, biological 

separation and molecular imaging [7]. Boron nitride 

nanostructures have received widespread attention in the 

field of nanomedicine due to their inherent 

noncytotoxicity along with unique mechanical and 

electronic structural properties [8]. 

 
Figure 5. (a) AES spectra taken from the edges (1) and planes (2) 

of a BN nanosheet and walls of a BN nanotube (3) before and after 

air-plasma treatment; (b) SEM images of the BN nanostructures 

indicating the points from which the AES spectra were collected; 

(c) XPS survey spectrum of BN nanosheets after air-plasma 

treatment; (d) high-resolution core-level photoemission spectra of 

boron, nitrogen and oxygen; (e) XPS survey spectrum of BN 

nanosheets after air-plasma treatment and argon ion sputtering. 

BN nanostructures are a zigzag (6, 0) BNNT, a BN sheet 

with 36 B and 36 N atoms, and a B12N12 nanocage. 

Dangling bonds of the nanotube and sheet are saturated 

with hydrogen atoms to reduce the edge effects on the 

results. The adsorption energy (Ead) is obtained as follows 

[9]: 
Ead = E(BN) + E(cathinone) − E(cathinone/BN) + E(BSSE) 

E (BN) = Total energy of a BN nanostructure. 

E (cathinone/BN) = Total energy of the adsorbed 

cathinone molecule on the BN surface. 

E(BSSE) = The basis set superposition error (BSSE) 

which has been obtained using the counter poise method. 

The interaction of cathinone drug with the B12N12 

nanocag, a BNNT, and a BN sheet was calculated by 

using DFT [10]. Based on that the drugs adsorb on the B 

atom of the BN nanostructures. Adsorption energy for an 

example of a drug, for cage, tube, and sheet, was about 

16.1, 14.0 and −5.0 kcal/mol, respectively. The electrical 

conductivity of a cathinone is increased when it is 

adsorbed on the BN nanostructures, therefore they can be 

employed in chemical sensors. The order of magnitude of 

the sensitivity: 

SCage> STube> SSheet 
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Sequence is in accordance with the decline of structural 

curvature of the BN nanostructures. Finally, a short 

recovery time of about 0.54 s, 0.02 s and 4.4 ns is 

predicted for cage, tube and sheet, respectively, at 298 K. 

The B12N12 structure benefits from a high sensitivity 

(46.0% change of Eg upon the drug adsorption), short 

recovery time, and no need to structural manipulation 

[10]. The B12N12 nanocage is consisted from 8 hexagonal 

and 6 tetragonal rings with 36 B-N bonds. These bonds 

are two type, namely, [4,6]- and [6,6]- bonds with 

average length of 1.48, and1.43 Å, respectively. The 

[4,6]-bonds are shared by a four- and a six-membered 

ring and [6,6]- bonds between two six-membered rings. 

The [4,6]-bonds are shorter due to the higher strain in the 

tetragonal rings compared to the hexagons. The DOS plot 

(Figure 4) and the results in Table 1 indicate that the 

energies of HOMO and LUMO levels are about −7.70 

and −0.86 eV, respectively. Thus, the Egis about 6.84 eV. 

HOMO and LUMO levels are mainly located on the N 

and B atoms, respectively and the energies of HOMO and 

LUMO levels of BNNT are about −6.26and −1.96 eV, 

respectively. HOMO level is mainly located on the N 

atoms which is closed to the N head of the tube and the 

LUMO is mainly located on the B atoms on the opposite 

site. (Figure 4) [10]. 

 
Table 1. Energy of HOMO, LUMO, HOMO-LUMO gap (Eg) 

in eV, and the change of Eg upon the drug adsorption on the 

BN nanostructures. The adsorption energy (Ead) is in kcal/mol. 

Q is the NBO charge transfer from the drug to the BN 

nanostructures. All calculations were performed at B3LYP-

D/6-31G*. 

The cathinone has two nucleophile sites including amine 

(N-head) and carbonyl (O-head) groups which can attack 

to the electrophile sites (B atoms) of the BN 

nanostructures (Figure 4). Thus, the optimized structures 

of two drug/BN complexes are shown in Figure 4 in which 

the drug is adsorbed from its O- or N-head on a B atom of 

BN cage. Afterward we name the complexes as O-cage or 

N-cage. In the O-cage, the newly formed O-B bond length 

is about 1.57 Å and also an interaction with the H atoms 

of drug and the N atom of the cage can be seem in a 

distance of 2.15 Å (Figure 4). The calculated adsorption 

energy is about −5.8 kcal/mol. The small distance 

between O and B (∼1.57 Å) indicates that the interaction 

may be strong and thus the small adsorption energy (less 

negative) may be due to the deformation of the structure 

of the cage. After the adsorption process the adsorbing B 

atom is projected out and the N-B-N angle of tetragon is 

decreased from 96◦to 84◦and also the [4,6]- bond is 

increased from 1.48 to 1.58 Å. In the N-cage, the newly 

formed N-B bond length is about 1.61 Å, and also, an 

interaction with the H atoms of drug and the N atom of 

the cage is predicted at a distance of 2.70 Å. The 

calculated adsorption energy for N-cage is about −16.1 

kcal/mol. After the adsorption process the adsorbing B 

atom is somewhat projected out and the corresponding N-

B-N angles are decreased. The adsorption energies 

demonstrate that adsorption of the drug from its N-head is 

much stronger than that from the O-head. The frontier 

molecular analysis indicates that the HOMO level is 

located on both N and O atoms of the drug but the LUMO 

on the whole molecule except –NH2 group. Locating the 

LUMO on the O-head weakens the interaction of O-head 

with the electron deficient B sites. Also, the–NH2 group is 

more accessible compared to the –O– site because of 

steric hindrance (Figure 6) [10]. 

 
Figure 6. The optimized structures of the BN 

nanostructures 

By performing density functional theory calculations, the 

using of a synthesized boron nitride nanocluster 

(B12N12) as a potential chemical sensor for anticancer α-

cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHC) drug was 

inspected [11]. It was found that the drug prefers to be 

adsorbed from its –COOH group on a hexagon of the BN 

cluster with adsorption energy about − 23.7 kcal/mol. 

After the adsorption of the CHC drug, the LUMO level 

of BN nanocluster meaningfully stabilizes so that the Eg 

is largely decreased. So, the BN nanocluster converts to 
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a semiconductor with higher electrical conductivity. The 

increase of electrical conductivity can generate an 

electrical signal which helps to detect the CHC drug. By 

increasing the %HF exchange of the functional, the 

adsorption energy and sensitivity are increased and 

decreased, respectively. The sensitivity of the BN 

nanocluster decrease in water solution (Figure 7). 

Tabun, the extremely toxic chemical substance, a 

colorless and tasteless species with a faint fruity odor, is 

classified as a strong nerve agent because this compound 

extremely interferes with normal functioning of the 

mammalian nervous system [12]. 

 
Figure 7. (a) Optimized structure (b) Optimized structure, 

HOMO and LUMO profiles of CHC drug (complex A) (c) 

Optimized structures of the CHC/B12N12 nanocluster 

complexes. Distance is in Å. (d) Partial density of states of 

complex A, and its HOMO and LUMO profiles 

Boron or a nitrogen atom doping on the fullerene C20, 

leads to the step-by-step absorption process of the Tabun 

[13]. The results show that the adsorption mechanism of 

Tabun 2D-skeletal (Tabun nerve agent) proceeds via a 

multistep pathway, in each considered case (Figure 8). 

For C20 fullerene, the first step adsorption energy which 

leads to C20-T geometry is about -1.00kcal mol-1; while, 

the second step adsorption energy, is about -1.27 kcal 

mol-1 which belongs to C20-T1 orientation. Further input 

files for the decomposition of Tabun on the surface of 

C20 fullerene did not optimized truly; while, in other 

cases (C19N, and C19B), the adsorption of Tabun gas, led 

to destruction of that species (C19N-T1, and C19B-T2). The 

first adsorption step of Tabun on the surface of C19N 

leading to emergence of C19N-T, was about -1.68 kcal 

mol-1, and the second step adsorption of it, led to 

emergence of C19N-T1 (25.4 kcal mol-1, decomposition of 

Tabun). The high energy difference between C19N-T, and 

C19N-T1 (23.7 kcal mol-1) showed that the decomposition 

process of Tabun on the surface of C19N fullerene occurs 

so fast. The same results were produced for C19B 

fullerene.  

The effect of Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange percentage of 

a density functional on the adsorption properties and 

electronic sensitivity of the B12N12 nanocluster to CO 

molecule was studied in 2016 [14]. It was found that 

functionals with more than 30% HF exchange fail to 

properly predict the HOMO, Eg, Eads and bond length. A 

parabolic relation between Eads and %HF exchange is 

obtained. Although at all levels of theory the B12N12 

shows an electronic sensitivity toward CO molecule, it is 

slightly increased by an increase in the %HF. The 

functionals with a large %HF such as (M06-HF (100%), 

M06-2X (54%), ect) may significantly overestimate the 

Eg, and bond strength. 

By substituting a carbon atom by a boron atom, the 

geometric structure of phagraphene, as a carrier for 

adrucil drug, is somewhat distorted [15]. 

 
Figure 8. The adsorption steps of Tabun nerve agent by using 

C20 fullerene and its derivatives, optimized at B3LYP/6-311G 

(d,p) level. 

In 2015, phagraphene was introduced as a novel 

nanostructure [16]. The calculated B-C bond lengths are 

about 1.48, 149 and 1.54 Å which are longer than the 

corresponding C-C bonds in the pristine phagraphene. In 

addition, the C–B–C angle of pentagon is about 105.9° 

which is smaller than the corresponding angle in the 

pristine phagraphene (130.3°). This indicates that the B 

atom is projected out of the surface. The results of Tables 

1 and 2 demonstrate that the HOMO, LUMO, and Eg of 

the phagraphene are significantly changed after the B-

doping process. The energies of HOMO and LUMO of 

the B-doped phagraphene are about −4.40 and −3.57 eV, 

respectively, which produce an Eg about 0.83 eV. This 

indicates that the B-doping stabilizes the HOMO and 

destabilizes the LUMO of phagraphene which leads to a 

gap opening by about 0.35 eV (Figure 9). 

Over the past decades, development of effective drug 

delivery systems has attracted considerable attention, 

because of their potential to deliver high concentrations 

of drugs to a target tissue [17-18]. Nevertheless, many of 

these drug delivery systems suffer from numerous 

limitations in terms of toxicity, immunogenicity, cost, 

and safety issues. However, there are numerous 

evidences that indicate the pharmacological properties of 

conventional drugs can be improved along the usage of 

nanocarriers [19-20]. 
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Figure 9. Optimized structure of B-doped phagraphene and its 

complex with adrucil. Distances are in Å. 

These nanocarriers combine with the different drugs and 

target issue receptors except some inconvenient [21-22]. 

Generally speaking, an ideal drug delivery process has 

three following steps: first, the drug is attached to the 

surface of nanocarrier; then, it is transferred to the target 

tissue and finally the drug is released. The outstanding 

characteristics of boron nitride (BN) nanostructures can 

improve the attachment of drugs over them [23-26]. 

The interaction of an aspirin (AS) molecule with the 

external surface of a boron nitride fullerene- like 

nanocage (B12N12) is studied by means of density 

functional theory (DFT) calculations [27]. The results 

clearly indicate that Al-doping of the B12N12 tends to 

increase the adsorption energy and thermodynamic 

stability of AS molecule over this nanocage. By further 

study about the adsorption of AS over the B12N12 and 

B11N12Al in the presence of a protic (water) or aprotic 

(benzene) solvent, it was found that the calculated 

binding distances and adsorption energies by the PCM 

(polarizable continuum model) and CPCM (conductor-

like polarizable continuum model) solvent models are 

very similar, especially for the B12N12 complexes. AS 

molecule is strongly adsorbed over the B12N12 and 

B11N12Al nanocages in the gas phase due to the large 

negative Eads, ΔG298, and ΔH298 values. As a result, these 

nanocages can act as a potentially sensor for AS 

detection. Both B12N12 and B11N12Al nanocages can act 

as an appropriate substrate for the adsorption of AS 

molecule in the protic and aprotic solvents (Figure 10) 

(Table 2, Table 3). 

 

Figure 10. Optimized structures of adsorbed aspirin over the 

B12N12 nanocage (left) along with their corresponding EDD 

maps (0.001 au) (middle) and PDOS plots. In the EDD maps, 

the electron density depletion and accumulation sites are 

displayed in red and blue, respectively. All bond distances are 

in A°. In the PDOS plots, the dashed line indicates Fermi level. 

 

Table 2. Calculated binding distances (R, A ° ), adsorption 

energy (Eads, kcal/mol), NBO charge-transfer (qCT, e), change 

in Gibbs free energy (DG298, kcal/mol), change in enthalpy 

(DH298, kcal/mol), HOMO–LUMO energy gap (Eg, eV), and 

dipole moment (l, Debye) of adsorbed aspirin over B12N12 

and B11N12Al nanocages in benzene phase 

 
The values out of the parenthesis refer to the M06-2X/6-

31 + G** method, while the calculated values by the 

M06-2X/6-31 + G** method are given within the 

parenthesis. The negative value of qCH indicates the 

electron density transfer from AS molecule to the B12N12 

or B11N12Al surface. 

Table 3. Calculated maximum absorption wavelength (λ max), 

corresponding oscillator strength (f) and main orbital 

interaction of the AS-B12N12 and AS-B11N12Al complexes at 

the M06-2X/6-31 + G** level 
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